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ABSTRACT
Friedreich Ataxia (FA) is a debilitating autosomal-recessive neurodegenerative disorder
which is characterized by ataxia of all four limbs, difficulty walking, areflexia, and dysarthria.
Further complications of FA include diabetes, scoliosis, and hypertrophic cardiomyopathy.
Approximately three-quarters of people with FA have onset before the age of 25 and in most
instances, affected individuals will require the use of a wheelchair within ten years after symptoms
emerge.
The current advancements in clinical trials have escalated the developmental demand for a
scale which validates adjustments in FA. The Friedreich Ataxia Rating Scale (FARS) is a diseasespecific semi-qualitative assessment which includes three subscales (functional staging, activities
of daily living and neurological) and functional performance measures (nine-hole peg test, timed
10-meter walk test and the PATA rate) where a greater FARS score correlates to a more severe
progression of ataxia. Several studies have determined that FARS meets strict standards for
construct validity in measuring the progressive nature of FA. However, FARS is administered
subjectively, by varying trained evaluators, which ultimately places an upper limit to its sensitivity
and reliability.
This thesis focuses on quantifying the heel to shin tap, heel along shin slide, finger tap and
10-meter walk portions of the FARS exam. A device, or system of devices, was designed, created
and tested on healthy subjects to demonstrate the human errors that are introduced within the
current exam procedures. Along with the device, the normal subjective procedure was utilized,
with visual inspection and mental tabulation for each test administered.
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The heel to shin device was very precise when compared to the manual subjective counts,
where only two of the twenty-five tests included any type of error. The error for this device may
have stemmed from the patient's strain to view the target location which will diminish with the use
of a foot prop or footrest. The heel along shin slide device was also precise when compared to the
subjective manual counts with only three of the twenty-one tests including any type of error.
However, future improvements must be made by replacing the two 408 force resistive sensors
(FSR’s) with a single FSR of equal dimensions and inserting another sensor in the proximal portion
of the shin. The finger tap device had linear potentiometer errors in thirteen of the twenty-three
tests, but zero errors associated with its FSR. In the future, the linear potentiometer must be
replaced with another sensor that requires a lower minimum actuation force. The 10-meter walk is
measured with a system of four very reliable and accurate devices, but the current defuse-reflective
sensors are limited in their ability to view colored clothing. The defuse-reflective sensors can be
replaced by more accurate retro-reflective sensors, but they require receivers on both sides of the
walkway.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
This thesis combines attributes of engineering and medicine relating to Friedreich Ataxia
(FA). The long-term intention of this research is to prove that the removal of human errors will
increase the reliability, consistency, and validity of the Friedreich Ataxia Rating Scale (FARS). In
this thesis, the focus was on the FARS heel to shin tap, heel along shin slide, finger taps, and 10meter walk test.
Chapter two of this thesis provides all the background information for the target population,
relevant clinical scales, and any existing related devices. The description of the target population
is a brief, but thorough, explanation of ataxia and FA. Modern-day evaluations of FA are generally
accomplished by either the International Cooperative Ataxia Rating Scale (ICARS), the Scale for
the Assessment and Rating of Ataxia (SARA), or the Friedreich Ataxia Rating Scale (FARS).
Chapter two describes each scale along with trial established advantages and disadvantages.
Chapters three, four, five, and six are each dedicated to a single device or system of devices.
Each one of these chapters includes a description of how the device relates to FARS, its design,
the subjects that volunteered, the experimental procedure used, and the results of device testing.
The important sections for future related work are results and the subsection under design labeled
main issues during design iterations.
Finally, chapter seven contains all the conclusions for this thesis and the device testing. If
more detail is desired then contained in the abstract but time is an issue, then direct your attention
to chapter seven. Hopefully, the designs and data found within this thesis will help the continuing
development of future FARS devices.
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND
2.1 Ataxia
Ataxia is used to describe the presence of uncoordinated and atypical movements from
causes other than muscle weakness as well as a term used to distinguish a group of progressive
neurodegenerative disorders. Ataxia can be caused by malfunctions, degeneration or damage to
the cerebellum, peripheral nerve pathology, sensory regions of the central nervous system, or some
combination thereof. The most common preliminary clinical identifiers for ataxia are
incoordination of balance and gait.
Ataxia disorders can be either acquired or hereditary. The hereditary ataxias are categorized
by two subdivisions, autosomal dominant and recessive ataxias. Autosomal recessive ataxias are
acquired when both the mother and father donate a defective copy of the gene. Autosomal
dominant ataxias have a 50 percent occurrence from a single affected parent. Neither hereditary
ataxias have a gender reliance. Non-hereditary ataxias can be endogenous, exogenous or sporadic
degenerative. Common causes are strokes, tremors, long history of alcohol abuse and
demyelinating diseases such as multiple sclerosis. Less common causes of acquired ataxias stem
from vitamin deficiencies, infection, autoimmunity and congenial deficiencies [1].
It is often easier for clinicians to distinguish ataxia by the origin in which ataxia affects the
patient: cerebellar, sensory and vestibular. Cerebellar ataxia can result from stroke, tumors or a
degenerative disease. Symptoms of cerebellar ataxia may include trouble walking, wide gait,
headaches, muscle tremors, dizziness, fatigue or slurred speech. Sensory ataxia can result from
damage to nerves in your peripheral nervous system, dorsal columns of the spinal cord or dorsal
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root ganglion. Individuals with sensory ataxia have diminished feedback and sensation in the feet
and legs which leads to trouble walking, a heavy foot walk, inability to sense vibrations and
exacerbated difficulty performing tasks while their eyes are closed. To distinguish between
cerebellar and sensory ataxia, tests are administered while the patient’s eyes are closed, and an
examination is made for proprioception and vibratory sense. However, it is possible to have a
combination of cerebellar and sensory ataxia, such as Friedreich Ataxia (FA). Vestibular ataxia
affects the system of the inner ear and can be characterized by disequilibrium.
2.2 Friedreich Ataxia
Friedreich Ataxia (FA or FRDA) is an autosomal recessive neurodegenerative disease that
affects the nervous system and causes impaired muscle coordination. FA is caused by mutations
in the gene FXN that contains the protein frataxin. Children who inherit a copy of the defective
gene from both parents will develop the disease. It is the most common form of hereditary ataxia
which affects approximately 1 in 50,000 individuals with a carrier occurrence of 1 in 110
individuals. FA is not gendered specific [2].
FA is characterized by sensory neuropathy in the dorsal root ganglia (DRG), degenerative
thinning within the posterior columns of the spinal cord and loss of sensory fibers in the peripheral
nerves [3]. Therefore, individuals with this condition develop compromised muscle coordination
or ataxia, impaired speech, vision, hearing, spasticity and gradual loss of sensation and strength in
the arms and legs. Further complications of FA include diabetes, scoliosis, and hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy. It is important to note that FA does not affect cognitive functions of thinking and
reasoning.
Approximately three-quarters of people with FA have onset before the age of 25; of which
the majority having onset in the late portion of their first decade to the early portion of their second
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decade [3]. Though most cases of FA are early onset, there are occasions of Late-Onset Friedreich
Ataxia (LOFA) reported as late as the seventh decade of life. Generally, the first symptoms to
appear are a poor balance, difficulty walking and scanning of speech. In most instances, affected
individuals will require the use of a wheelchair 10 years after symptoms emerge.
2.3 Clinical Rating Scales
Over the last two decades, several scales have been tested and some validated for the
assessment of progression and disease severity in FA. The clinical scale characteristics utilized are
inter-rater reliability, test-retest reliability, interclass correlation coefficients, internal consistency,
linearity, validity, and variability. The ultimate scale should not have ceiling effects or a significant
floor, be able to capture a broad range of clinical severity and should not be overly complicated or
time intensive. There is an increasing demand for the development of a scale which validates
adjustments of FA patients from clinical trials. The Friedreich Ataxia Rating Scale (FARS),
International Cooperative Ataxia Rating Scale (ICARS) and the Scale for the Assessment and
Rating of Ataxia (SARA) are the three common scales used to evaluate disease severity and
progression in FA patients. All the scales are administered subjectively by differing trained
evaluators which can limit sensitivity and reliability.
2.3.1 Functional Independence Measure
The Functional Independence Measure (FIM) seen in Figure 2.1, can be used as an
assessment for the severity of a patient’s disability or an evaluation tool for the status of function
throughout a rehabilitation process. The FIM is a semi-quantitative scale comprised of 18 equally
weighted elements that can be grouped into 2 subscales, cognition and motor, which measure
activities of daily living. Each element is scored on a range from 1 (total assistance from helper)
to 7 (complete independence with no helper). The motor subscale includes eating, grooming,
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bathing, dressing the upper body, dressing the lower body, toileting, bladder management, bowel
management, transfers from bed to chair, transfers to the toilet, transfers to bath, walking and
traversing stairs. The cognitive subscale includes comprehension, expression, social interaction,
problem solving and memory. The total FIM score is a value between 18 and 126, where a higher
score correlates to a better patient function. The cognitive function in FA is not affected; therefore
the 5 cognition subscales do not help in identifying the progression of FA. Though some stage
details for FA could be determined using the FIM motor subscale, it is not detailed enough to find
small variations.

Figure 2.1: Functional Independence Measure scale.
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2.3.2 Modified Barthel Index
The Modified Barthel Index (MBI) seen in Figure 2.2, is a semi-quantitative scale used to
measure disabling conditions or physical disabilities in individuals by measuring activities of daily
living. MBI includes many of the same activities of daily living contained in the motor subscale
of the FIM. The MBI is composed of 8 unequally weighted elements: bowels (2 points), bladder
(2 points), grooming (1 point), toilet use (2 points), feeding (2 points), transfer from bed to chair
and back (3 points), mobility (3 points), dressing (2 points), stairs (2 points) and bathing (1 points).
The total MBI score is a value between 0 and 20, where a score below 15 represents a moderate
disability and a score below 10 represents severe disability. Though some stage details for FA
could be determined using MBI, it is unable to detect small variational changes and it further
reduces the sensitivity for independence when compared to the FIM.

Figure 2.2: The Modified Barthel Index found in the 3rd edition of the Oxford handbook of
general practice.
6

2.3.3 International Cooperative Ataxia Rating Scale
International Cooperative Ataxia Rating Scale (ICARS) was created to standardize a
clinical rating system for ataxia. ICARS is a semi-quantitative 100-point scale which consists of
19 items divided into 4 unequally weighted subscores: kinetic functions (7 items; 52points), gait
disturbances (7 items; 34 points), speech disorders (2 items; 8 points) and oculomotor disorders (3
items; 6 points) [4]. A higher total ICARS score correlates to a more severe progression of ataxia.
It has been shown that the ICARS exhibits extremely high inter-rater reliability even
without a preceding observer standardization while continuing to maintain an elevated sensitivity
towards ataxia severities of mild to severe [4]. However, in a study of 77 FA patients while
psychometric criteria and the gait disturbances/posture subscale performed well; the other three
subscales failed to pass the standard criteria for tests of scaling assumptions, validity and reliability
[5]. Further issues with ICARS was found in another study of 104 FA patients in which the scale
was found to be inappropriate in evaluations of the progression of long disease duration [6].
2.3.4 Scale for the Assessment and Rating of Ataxia
The Scale for the Assessment and Rating of Ataxia (SARA) is a semi-quantitative
assessment for the severity of ataxia. SARA is comprised of 8 unequally weighted items: gait (8
points), stance (6 points), speech (6 points), sitting (4 points), finger chase (4 points), fast
alternating hand movements (4 points), heel to shin slide (4 points) and nose finger test (4 points).
The four kinetic limb functions (finger chase, nose finger, fast alternating hand movements and
heel to shin) rate left and right sides independently and report the arithmetic mean to the SARA.
In a series of two trials of 169 and 119 patients with autosomal dominant spinocerebellar
ataxia (SCA), SARA was found to be a reliable and valid measure for ataxia [7]. Further validation
was found in a trial of 64 patients who were not suffering from SCA where SARA was found to
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be a valid and reliable measure for various ataxia disorders [8]. Furthermore, a trial of 96 FA
patients was rated with substantial discrepancies in subscale structure and size but despite the
discrepancies, SARA was found to be valid, reliable and significantly correlated to FARS and
ICARS [9]. Based on the existing trials surrounding SARA, it can be concluded that it is a reliable,
valid and easy assessment for many types of ataxia including FA.
2.3.5 Friedreich Ataxia Rating Scale
The Friedreich Ataxia Rating Scale (FARS) is a disease-specific semi-qualitative
assessment which includes three subscales: functional staging (6 points), activities of daily living
(36 points) and a neurological exam (117 points). Within the neurological subscale the patient is
evaluated on their upper limb coordination (36 points), upright stability (28 points), peripheral
nervous system (26 points), lower limb coordination (16 points) and bulbar (11 points). With the
revision designated as FARS IV came an addition of functional performance measures: nine-hole
peg test, timed 25-foot walk test and the PATA rate. A higher total FARS score correlates to a
more severe progression of ataxia.
An initial study of 14 FA patients found that FARS demonstrated a high inter reliability
for disease stage, lower limb coordination, activities of daily living, total neurologic examination,
upper limb coordination, upright stability/gait, PATA rate, pegboard and gait times. However, the
trial also found less reliability within the peripheral nerve and bulbar scores [10]. Within a larger
study of 155 FA patients, FARS was found to correlate significantly with activities of daily living,
disease duration, and functional disability. Thus, verifying that the FARS and its additional
performance measures meet strict standards for construct validity in measuring the progressive
nature of FA [11]. Disease progression of FA was further studied in 236 patients over 12 and 24
months where FARS and the performance measures were found to capture disease progression
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with greater sensitivity in 24 months than 12 months [12]. The FARS exam can be completed in
30 minutes, has been applied in therapeutic trials and has captured clinical progression after 12
months [13, 14]. A further study of FARS has shown that a reduced number of patients is needed
for an equivalently powered clinical trial when compared to ICARS [14].
2.4 Gait
Gait and incoordination of balance are the most common preliminary clinical identifiers
for ataxia. Ataxia that affects gait is related to reduced limits of stability and an enlarged postural
sway which eventually can contribute to reduced functional ambulation and possible falls [15].
Patients with ataxia exhibit an increased stride width, decreased stride length, increased variability
in foot placement and a decreased overall gait velocity. A study of 38 genetically confirmed FA
children and adolescents, ages 5-17, found that disease severity measured by the Friedrich Ataxia
Rating Scale (FARS) was associated with gait velocity [16].
2.4.1 Means of Measuring Gait for Ataxia
2.4.1.1 Non-Wearable Gait Measurement Devices
Generally, gait measurements are semi-quantitative and carried out by a qualified clinician
who observes and records gait with a stopwatch. The disadvantage of this current procedure is the
negative effects of bias and subjectivity on the measurement’s accuracy and precision. The
unreliability of the measurement leads to further complications during diagnosis, follow-up or
treatments. To remove human errors, we must implement electronic devices. The current existing
non-wearable gait and stride analyzers are the Biodex Gait Trainer 3 and GAITRite Walkway.
Validation of the GAITRite as an objective, valid, reliable, simple and portable clinical
tool was found in a study of 25 healthy adults ages 21-71 [17]. In addition, a study of 13 FA
patients using GAITRite showed significant correlations between spatiotemporal gait, disease
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duration and FARS scores [18]. Furthermore, a 24-month longitudinal study of 8 FA and 8 control
patients extended the validation for the GAITRite as an unbiased and relevant measure for the
functional degeneration in FA patients [19]. Collectively these studies demonstrated that
GAITRite is a valid and reliable way to analyze gait as well as a sensitive measure for small
increments of degeneration in FA patients.
No studies have proven that the Biodex Gait Trainer 3 is a suitable method for functional
detection in FA patients. However, their system does record step speed, step length and left-toright time distribution which could be used to evaluate all required gait measures. The major issue
with both the GAITRite and Biodex Gait Trainer 3 is the cost to purchase the equipment that is
necessary for operation. Additionally, Biodex Gait Trainer 3 is not portable because its system is
housed in what looks like a large ordinary treadmill.
There are also athletic timing systems like TCi from Brower Systems. It is not a gait or
stride analyzer, but it does capture and wirelessly stream gait velocity recorded by short and longrange IR sensors. TCi includes a short-range smart start senor receiver module that is placed near
the hand or foot of the athlete (right-hand side of Figure 2.3) as well as a long-range finish line IR
module and a separate receiver module that must be set up in alignment (left-hand side of Figure
2.3). There are several issues with the TCi system including its inefficient hardware and battery
operation which leads to the constant replacement of batteries, it is not modulistic and therefore
cannot support the addition of multiple endpoints to capture warmup and cool down gait velocity
components and the price for the simplest package is nineteen hundred dollars which includes
taxes and shipping [20].
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Figure 2.3: TCi finish line IR sensor receiver alignment and smart start sensor receiver
placement.
2.4.1.2 Wearable Gait Measurement Devices
There are single attachment devices like actibelt, which is a system of accelerometers
housed in a wearable belt. The belt is adjustable and placed near the center of mass. The appeal to
this device is its ability to be used in an open environment. Much like a modern fitness watch,
actibelt could be attached and worn in any condition or environment (i.e. stairs, hills. sand, etc.).
However, in a study of 51 multiple sclerosis patients, actibelt was found to significantly
overestimate walking speeds in patients with moderate to severe disability [21]. Therefore, actibelt
should not be considered for accurate measurements of people with disabilities.
There are multiple attachment devices like iTUG seen in Figure 2.4 which detect and record
human motions. The appeal of iTUG is the same as actibelt; they are both operational in open
environments under any conditions. In a study of 12 patients with early-stage Parkinson’s and 12
age-matched control subjects, iTUG was able to distinguish a difference in cadence undetectable
by the stopwatch measurements [22]. iTUG has been verified as a sensitive and reliable
measurement of mobility but it is time-consuming during setup, expensive and invasive. The entire
system including the system analyzers (Mobility Lab) will set you back approximately twenty
thousand dollars.
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Figure 2.4: iTUG sensor system attached with elastic bands and double-sided adhesive tape.
Like iTUG, Xsens is also a system of attachable sensors which analyzes human motion.
Xsens requires the patient to place 17 inertial motion tracers in specific locations on the body to
capture and analyze 3-D full-body human motion. This system would allow you to evaluate all
required gait measures. However, it is time-consuming for the correct placement of tracers, the
cameras used for detection would not be portable, it can be invasive, and the starting price is twelve
thousand dollars.
There are also wearable sensors that are noninvasive, like the insole sensor module seen in
Figure 2.5 which was used in a study of 7 healthy patients [23]. During the study, the distance was
precisely estimated based on stride counting for both long and short distances. The data from the
insole module was transmitted directly to a smartphone which allowed for live stream data
analysis. However, this system has an inability to adapt its eight pressure sensors embedded in the
insole module for a wide range of feet sizes. Other issues include a lack of validation as a reliable
and sensitive measure for FA patients, the difficulty in maintenance of the module and the cost.
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Figure 2.5: Wearable insole sensor module.
2.5 Existing Designs
2.5.1 Finger Taps
There are two existing finger grip systems on the market: The Grip System by Tekscan
(Figure 2.6) and the Pressure Sensor System by Pressure Profile Systems (Figure 2.7) [24,25]. The
Pressure Sensor System includes software which displays force data versus time for up to 6
different interchangeable sensors. Among the available sensors for this device are fingertip and
inner phalange specific sensors; however, the Pressure Sensor System does not have the capability
to indicate the location of a force within an individual sensor. Location of the force is mandatory
for the FARS Finger Tap screening to distinguish if the force is located within the thumb crease.
For this reason, the Pressure Sensor System was excluded from any further consideration.
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Figure 2.6: The Grip System by Tekscan.

Figure 2.7: Pressure Sensor System by Pressure Profile Systems.
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The Grip System by Tekscan uses numerous small independent sensing elements
embedded on a single thin plastic connector which is attached to various portions of the hand. The
small independent sensors along with proprietary software allow for an output display of force
location as well as magnitude. The first issue with this system is it’s not modular; which means
the patient must wear the entire system of sensors. Second, the software cannot be customized to
display whether a force is successfully in the thumb crease. Finally, the Grip System including its
software costs upwards of ten thousand dollars.
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CHAPTER 3: HEEL TO SHIN TAP
Friedreich Ataxia (FA) is an autosomal recessive neurodegenerative disease that affects
approximately 1 in 50,000 people with a carrier occurrence of 1 in 110 [2]. The Friedreich Ataxia
Rating Scale (FARS) is a semi-quantitative assessment which meets strict standards for construct
validity in measuring the progressive nature of FA [11]. FARS is composed of 3 subscales:
functional staging, activities of daily living and the neurological exam. The neurological exam is
broken down into bulbar, upper limb coordination, lower limb coordination, peripheral nervous
system, and upright stability.
3.1 Heel to Shin Tap and the Friedreich Ataxia Rating Scale
The heel to shin tap assessment resides under the lower limb coordination section of the
FARS neurological exam and is written as shown in Figure 3.1. No preexisting electronic or
mechanical device was found to quantify a heel to shin tap. The current test is very subjective and
contains bias which leads to an accumulation of human errors. These errors stem from the existing
procedure of visual inspection and mental tabulation of the successful heel to shin taps. The
solution to the current subjective process is the heel to shin device that quantifies the number of
successes and eliminates human error from the process.

Figure 3.1: Current FARS heel to shin tap exam wording.
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3.2 Design
The heel to shin tap device quantifies the number of successful heel forces placed on the
midpoint of the contralateral shin. This test can be administered with the contralateral leg either
extended or supine but must be performed the same way during all trials. The right and left leg are
both tested and scored based on the number of missed contacts as governed by the FARS protocol
(Figure 3.1). The FARS scoring is automated and displays at the end of each test.
The heel to shin tap device includes a 38-millimeter by 83-millimeter square Interlink
Electronics 406 Force Resistive Sensor (FSR) (Figure 3.2) which is affixed to the patient through
an adjustable attachment. The adjustable attachment connects to the shin by means of a thin piece
of black foam, cloth fabric and a large Velcro strap (Figure 3.3). The FSR has an active sensing
area of 39.6-millimeters by 39.6-millimeters which is utilized through a unique executable
program to distinguish a successful tap as well as a tap versus a hold. All together the FSR,
program, Raspberry Pi and Raspberry Pi Touch allow for simultaneous collection of data and
presentation of essential end user information.

Figure 3.2: Square interlink electronics 406 force resistive sensor.
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Figure 3.3: The final heel to shin patient attachment.
The FSR sensor outputs its data as a continuous analog signal which is then processed and
converted by a Microchip Technology MCP3008 10-bit analog to digital converter (Figure 3.4)
with Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) before being sent to the Raspberry Pi. The SPI is a
synchronous master-slave based interface used for serial communication which allows for a userfriendly, plug and play, applications. Once the data has been successfully processed by the
MCP3008 it is then sent to the Raspberry Pi, processed by its program and displayed for the end
user. It is important to note that the MCP3008 has a sensitivity range between 0 and 1024 =210 .

Figure 3.4: Microchip Technology MCP3008 10-bit analog to digital converter.
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The systems range encompasses how much force is directly applied to the FSR’s active
sensing area and the sensitivity of the analog to digital converter. If the FSR experiences a force
below its minimum actuation force of 0.2 Newtons the corresponding digital data sent to the
Raspberry Pi is a 0. Likewise, if the FSR experiences a force above its maximum force of 20
Newtons the digital data delivered to the Raspberry Pi is 1024. Therefore, an actuation force
between the minimum force of 0.2 Newtons and the maximum force of 20 Newtons will register
as an FSR value between 0 and 1024.
For ease of use, the device is mounted to a camera tripod which has been altered to hold
the Raspberry Pi Touch Screen Display in the standard location of the camera. The analog to digital
converter along with all the device’s main wiring is housed in a black nontransparent electrical
box which is further affixed to one of the tripod legs. The FSR and Raspberry Pi Touch are
additionally connected to the housing through a series of external wires. All the final design
components for the heel to shin tap device can be seen in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Final version of the heel to shin tap device.
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The main purpose of the shin tap device is to determine if a large enough force was applied
to the active sensing area in a tapping motion. The force applied on the FSR must be above the
minimum specified program threshold of 450 (on the 0-1024 analog to digital sensitivity scale)
which was introduced to remove system noise. Another important function of the device is its
ability to distinguish between a tap and a hold which is accomplished through its program as it
cross-references current and previous data from the FSR. If the device determines a successful tap
above the minimum program threshold then the success tally is updated and displayed for the end
user.
3.2.1 Programming the Raspberry Pi
The Raspberry Pi’s executable program is coded in the language of python and is executed
on startup. The end user outputs and controls are displayed on the Raspberry Pi Touch screen
display. The clinician has three end-user control buttons, or widgets, available to them: “Start
Measuring,” “Stop” and “Reset” (Figure 3.6). If the start measuring widget is pressed, then the
definition find value is activated, and the program displays a running tally of the time and the
current number of successful contacts.

Figure 3.6: The startup user interface for the heel to shin tap device.
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During testing, if a patient misses the active sensing area on one or more occasion, the
clinician administering the exam, making a visual inspection of all attempts, will stop the program
once the number of attempts reaches eight. When the stop widget is pressed the program will
display the successful contacts, the failed contacts, and the calculated FARS score. If the patient
has eight successful contacts without any misses, then the program will automatically stop itself
and display the FARS score.
When the reset widget is pressed the programs definition reset is activated and all the
variables used within the program are set to 0. Pressing the reset button is not necessary between
trials, it is only required if a mistake was made during any single test. The program will display
the word “Reset” to confirm the variables have been reset.
During testing the program was altered to write the desired data to an excel file. This feature
did not affect any program functions and was used to evaluate the device itself. The excel file
included the current date, time, successes and FSR readings for each loop iteration. Any time the
start button was pressed a blank line was inserted before writing new data to the existing file and
if an excel file did not exist during startup then the program would create one.
3.2.1.1 The Minimum Program Threshold
The minimum program threshold was initially determined through a series of tests and
eventually altered to its final number from design feedback by Dr. Zesiewicz. The original program
threshold was found by running the device for a long period of time and recording the highest force
value the sensor “felt” without applying any force. After several tests, the program threshold was
determined to be 30 on the 0 to 1024 analog to digital sensitivity scale. However, during the initial
iterations of the device, Dr. Zesiewicz informed me that the threshold should be increased as
individuals with Friedreich Ataxia will either make a definite contact or miss completely.
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Therefore, the final program threshold became 450. The physical force applied to the sensor for a
450 digital signal is unknown but because the value is between 0 and 1024, we know that it must
be between the sensor’s minimum actuation force of 0.2 Newtons and maximum of 20 Newtons.
Since the digital value is 450, which is 43.9 percent of the analog to digital range, we could guess
that the minimum program threshold force is approximately 8.79 Newtons.
3.2.2 Main Issues During Design Iterations
3.2.2.1 Analog to Digital Converter Overheating
During initial testing after several hours of being turned on, the MCP3008 chip melted the
breadboard and several components near it. Subsequently, it was determined that a heat sink was
required for each analog to digital chip. To attach the small black heat sink, a thick strip of blue
thermal paste is utilized as an adhesive and affixed to the top of the MCP3008 (Figure 3.7).

Figure 3.7: Addition of a heat sink to MCP3008.
3.3 Subjects
The size of the experimental group was nine participants which varied in gender, race, size,
and age. All of those who participated were able-bodied nurses, clinicians or educated individuals
who volunteered of their own accord. To simulate a regular clinical heel to shin tap, all attempts
were visually inspected, counted and recorded. All attempts, including both the manual and device
counts, were later evaluated to quantify human errors. In addition to the healthy trials, some of the
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participants simulated ataxia patients. The simulations were also manually inspected, counted and
recorded to find correlations of human versus device.
3.4 Experimental Procedure
The sensor was attached to the participant's approximate midpoint of either shin by the
device Velcro housing. If necessary, the upper thigh Velcro attachment was secured to ensure all
wires were out of the way. After being notified that the heel to shin portion of the FARS exam was
not time-dependent, the red portion of the sensor was emphasized as the area that must be tapped
with the contralateral heel.
During the normal healthy non-simulated trials, participants were instructed to tap the shin
eight times directly on the sensor and stop once the manual attempt count reached eight. If there
were eight successful taps the program automatically stopped, and the manual and device scores
were recorded. For the cases where the device count was less than the manual count of eight, the
device stop widget was pressed and both scores were recorded.
For the simulated ataxia trials, the participants were asked to miss the sensor area at least
once, to keep track of how many successful contacts they believe transpired and to stop once the
verbal tally of attempts reached eight. All the participants had former knowledge of ataxia
characteristics which they tried to recreate. Once eight attempts were made the devices stop widget
was pressed and both the manual and device scores were recorded.
3.5 Results
A total of twenty-five individual tests were recorded by means of manual counting and the
heel to shin device over a duration of two days. The data are summarized in table 3.1 and Figure
3.8 where the error is displayed for each corresponding test. The error is calculated as the manual
count minus the device count where a positive error relates to an overshoot of the device. The
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absolute minimum error was zero, the absolute maximum error was two, and the average error was
0.12 for all trials conducted. Each participant used either their right or left shin, but never both.
Therefore, future testing should be performed in this area.

Table 3.1: Data for each heel to shin tap test.
Test

Type

Device
Contacts
8

Error

healthy

Manual
Contacts
8

1
2
3

healthy
simulated

8
7

8
7

0
0

4
5
6

simulated
healthy
simulated

7
8
6

7
8
6

0
0
0

7
8

simulated
healthy

6
8

6
7

0
1

9
10

simulated
healthy

6
8

6
8

0
0

11
12
13

healthy
simulated
healthy

8
3
8

8
3
8

0
0
0

14

simulated

6

6

0

15

simulated

5

5

0

16

healthy

8

6

2

17

simulated

5

5

0

18

simulated

5

5

0

19

healthy

8

8

0

20

healthy

8

8

0

21

simulated

7

7

0

22

healthy

8

8

0

23

simulated

6

6

0

24

simulated

4

4

0

25

simulated

4

4

0
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Figure 3.8: Error for each heel to shin tap test.
Of the twenty-five individual tests, eleven were conducted as normal healthy nonsimulated tests and fourteen were conducted as simulations of ataxia patients. An average error of
0.273 was found for the eleven healthy non-simulated tests while an average error of zero was
found for the fourteen simulation tests. It is possible that the errors during healthy non-simulated
trials were from a lack of concentration or overconfidence. Since all the participants were ablebodied and healthy, they expected to hit the target without much concern to the exact placement
of each shin tap. Furthermore, when each person was asked to simulate an ataxia patient a
noticeable change in concentration transpired. The change in concentration may have stemmed
from the instruction to miss at least one time which required a heightened awareness for the task
at hand.
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3.5.1 Limitations
An issue that was not identified until test sixteen was the positioning of the leg. For some,
it was problematic to bend over in a seated position and view the target location which may have
introduced a higher rate of error. A solution was found when the footrest of the clinical chairs seen
in Figure 3.9 was utilized. This footrest allowed for each participant to comfortably view their shin
without straining. For future testing, a footrest or leg prop should always be available.

Figure 3.9: Clinical chair which included a footrest.
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CHAPTER 4: HEEL ALONG SHIN SLIDE
4.1 Heel Along Shin Slide and the Friedreich Ataxia Rating Scale
The heel along shin slide assessment resides under the lower limb coordination section of
the Friedreich Ataxia Rating Scale’s (FARS) neurological exam and is written as shown in Figure
4.1. No preexisting electronic or mechanical device was found to quantify successful and/or missed
contacts of a heel along shin slide. The current manual procedure consists of a visual inspection
and mental tabulation of both successful and unsuccessful attempts for three cycles. A cycle
consists of one motion of the contralateral heel from the proximal portion of the tibia near the
patella to the distal portion of the tibia near the ankle. This procedure is very subjective and
contains bias which leads to an accumulation of human errors. The solution to the current
subjective process is the heel along shin device that quantifies the number of misses for each cycle
thus eliminating human error from the process.

Figure 4.1: Current FARS heel along shin slide exam wording.
4.2 Design
The heel along shin slide device quantifies the number of missed contacts during a heel
slide of the contralateral shin from the patella to the ankle. This test can be administered with the
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contralateral leg either extended or supine but must be performed the same way during all trials.
The right and left leg are both tested and scored based on the number of missed contacts as
governed by the FARS protocol (Figure 4.1). The FARS scoring is automated and displays at the
end of each test.
The heel along shin slide device includes two 10-millimeter by 622-millimeter Interlink
408 Force Resistive Sensors (FSR) cut to size (Figure 4.2) and a 38-millimeter by 83-millimeter
square Interlink Electronics 406 FSR (Figure 3.2). The active sensing area for both 408 FSR’s is
approximately 20-millimeters (10-millimeters for each) by 250-millimeters. While the active
sensing area for the 406 FSR is 39.6-millimeters by 39.6-millimeters. Combined the total active
area is approximately 6568 square millimeters along the length of the shin which is utilized through
a unique executable program to distinguish a successful contact and the number of deviations from
the shin.

Figure 4.2: Interlink 408 force resistive sensor cut to size.
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All three FSR sensors are affixed to the patient through an adjustable attachment which
connects to the shin by means of two large Velcro straps (Figure 4.4). The two 408 FSR’s run
parallel to each other along the length of the shin, while the single 406 FSR is placed beneath both
408 FSR’s at the distal end of the shin near the ankle. All the sensors are fixed to a long cardboard
cutout that has been encased by thick black tape. Covering the top of each sensor is red electrical
tape to indicate the expected positioning for the contralateral heel during each cycle (Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3: Front of the adjustable heel along shin slide attachment.
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Figure 4.4: Back of the adjustable heel along shin slide attachment.
Each FSR sensor outputs its data as a continuous analog signal which is then processed and
converted by its own individual Microchip Technology MCP3008 10-bit analog to digital
converter (Figure 3.4). Once the data has been successfully processed by each MCP3008 it is then
sent to the Raspberry Pi, processed by its program and displayed for the end user. It is important
to note that no additional programming is required for the MCP3008 as it is a plug and play analog
to digital converter.
Just as in chapter 3.2, each FSR has a range that encompasses how much force is directly
applied to the active sensing area and the sensitivity of its analog to digital converter (0 to
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210 =1024). The minimum actuation force for each sensor is 0.2 Newtons which corresponds to a
digital 0 at the Raspberry Pi and any force above 20 Newtons or the maximum force corresponds
to a digital 1024 at the Raspberry Pi. Therefore, an actuation force between the minimum and
maximum force will register as a digital value between 0 and 1024. This pertains to each individual
FSR sensor regardless of type (406 or 408) or size.
For ease of use, the device is mounted to a camera tripod which has been altered to hold
the Raspberry Pi Touch Screen Display in the standard location of the camera. The analog to digital
converters along with all the device’s main wiring is housed in a black nontransparent electrical
box which is further affixed to one of the tripod legs. The FSR’s and Raspberry Pi Touch are
additionally connected to the housing through a series of external wires. All the final design
components for the heel along shin slide device can be seen in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Final version of the heel along shin slide device.
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The main purpose of the heel along shin slide device is to determine if a large enough force
was applied on the active sensing area, without losing contact, during a slide from the proximal
portion of the shin to the distal portion. Any force applied to either 408 FSR or the 406 FSR must
be above the minimum specified program threshold of 700 (on the 0-1024 analog to digital
sensitivity scale) to register as a contact. Another important function of the device is its ability to
distinguish a continuous contact which is achieved by the executable python program which crossreferences current and previous 408 FSR data. If the device determines a continuous contact with
either 408 FSR followed by a successful contact with the 406 FSR then the cycle tally is
incremented, and the previous cycle miss count is displayed for the end user.
4.2.1 Programming the Raspberry Pi
The Raspberry Pi’s program is coded in the language of python and is executed on startup.
The end user outputs and controls are displayed on the Raspberry Pi Touch screen display. The
clinician has three control buttons, or widgets, available to them: “Start Measuring,” “Manual
Miss” and “Reset” (Figure 4.6). If the start measuring widget is pressed, then the definition find
value is activated, and the program displays a running tally of the time and number of missed
contacts.

Figure 4.6: The startup user interface for the heel along shin slide device.
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The program endlessly loops until either the reset button is pressed, or three cycles have
been completed. The start of a cycle will begin when either of the 408 FSR sensors obtains a
successful contact above the minimum program threshold of 700. At the end of a cycle if contact
is made with the bottom of the shin near the ankle, with the 406 FSR, then the program will
automatically start a new cycle and display the total deviations or misses from that completed
cycle.
If an initial contact is made with either 408 FSR but the contralateral heel slips completely
off (i.e. contacting the ground) then the manual miss button must be pressed. The manual miss
button activates the definition manual which increments the cycle miss value and sets the Boolean
value mrun as true. Since the definition find value is still running in the background, the program
jumps back to it. The Boolean mrun will bypass the need for a force on 406 FSR which ultimately
increments the cycle and resets important cycle variables.
Each time the cycle number is increased, a new section of the printout if-statement is
utilized. When the cycle equals one, the program uses its first display counter line to communicate
the cycle misses. Once the cycle is incremented from one to two, the program will begin to use the
second display counter line to show the running tally of cycle two misses. It is important to note
that the first display counter line remains unchanged, exhibiting the total misses of cycle one,
during sequential cycles. The same process is continued when the cycle is incremented from two
to three, now utilizing the third display counter line.
When the reset widget is pressed the program’s definition reset is activated and all the
variables used within the program are set to zero. Pressing the reset button is not necessary between
trials, it is only required if a mistake was made during any single test. The program will display
the word “Reset” to confirm the variables have been reset.
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Just as in chapter 3.2, the program was altered during testing to write the desired data to an
excel file. The excel file included the current date, time, cycle, misses and FSR readings for each
loop iteration. Any time the start button was pressed a blank line was inserted and if an excel file
did not exist during startup then the program would create one.
4.2.1.1 The Minimum Program Threshold
Just as in chapter 3.2.1.1, the minimum program threshold was initially determined and
eventually altered to its final number. The original program threshold for each FSR was set to 30
on the 0 to 1024 analog to digital sensitivity scale. The final program threshold became 700 for
each of the three FSR’s. The physical force applied to the sensor for a 700 digital signal is unknown
but because the value is between 0 and 1024, we know that it must be between the sensor’s
minimum actuation force of 0.2 Newtons and maximum of 20 Newtons. Since the digital value is
700, which is 68.4 percent of the analog to digital range, we could guess that the minimum program
threshold force is approximately 13.8 Newtons.
4.2.2 Main Issues During Design Iterations
4.2.2.1 An Analog to Digital Converter for Each Sensor
Testing was done to see if a single MCP3008 could be used for multiple FSR sensors. The
MCP3008 has up to eight channels for input signals seen on the left-hand side of Figure 4.7. The
testing concluded that the MCP3008 was unable to process multiple distinct input signals, instead,
it would combine all input signals which was undesirable for this application.

Figure 4.7: Schematic of an MCP3008.
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4.2.2.2 Use of Adhesives with Force Resistive Sensors
Several different adhesives were used during the early stages of device iterations. The FSR
sensors came with a factory adhesive backing but after one or two times of repositioning, the
adhesive backing no longer functioned. Superglue was used in a pinch and was awful, it forced the
FSR’s to turn brittle and leaked into the sensors cut ends ultimately causing the sensor to no longer
work. After the super glue fiasco, adhesive tapes were tested which lead to a different set of
problems. The adhesive tapes caused false forces on the FSR’s which turned into bad device
readings. The only adhesive tape which did not apply false forces was electrical tape.
4.2.2.3 Placement of Force Resistive Sensors
During early brainstorming, the idea of overlapping FSR’s was assessed to try and find a
solution to the dead zones between sensors. The issue with overlapping long strips of FSR was
like the problems caused by most adhesive tapes, false forces, and bad device readings. Ultimately,
overlapping long strips of FSR’s does not work and the only way to be rid of the sensor dead zones
is to find a single FSR of equal dimensions to replace the two 408 FSR’s.
4.3 Subjects
The size of the experimental group was nine participants which varied in gender, race, size,
and age. All of those who participated were able-bodied nurses, clinicians or educated individuals
who volunteered of their own accord. To simulate a regular clinical heel along shin slide, all
attempts were visually inspected, counted and recorded. All attempts, including both the manual
and device counts, were later evaluated to quantify human errors. In addition to the healthy trials,
some of the participants simulated ataxia patients. The simulations were also manually inspected,
counted and recorded to find correlations of human versus device.
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4.4 Experimental Procedure
The sensors were attached to the participant's approximate shin, of either leg, by the device
Velcro housing. If necessary, the upper thigh Velcro attachment was secured to ensure all wires
were out of the way. After being notified that the heel along shin slide portion of the FARS exam
was time-dependent, the red portion of the sensor was emphasized as the area that the contralateral
heel must side from the patella to the ankle in one motion. The importance of reaching all the way
to the bottom of the ankle was emphasized for efficient testing.
During the normal healthy non-simulated trials, the participants were instructed to slide the
contralateral heel along the shin from the patella to the ankle three separate times without any
intentional deviations. A successful cycle with no misses and continuous contact all the way down
the shin was expected for all non-simulated ataxia trials. Once the third cycle was completed the
program automatically stopped, and the participant and device miss count were recorded.
For the simulated ataxia trials, the participants were asked to miss the sensor area at least
once, to keep track of how many deviations off the shin they believe transpired and to pause if they
needed the manual miss button pressed. All the participants had former knowledge of ataxia
characteristics which they tried to recreate. Once the third cycle was completed the program
automatically stopped itself and both the participant and device miss counts were recorded.
4.5 Results
A total of twenty-one individual tests were recorded by means of manual counting and the
heel along shin slide device over a duration of two days. The data are summarized in table 4.1 and
Figure 4.9 where the error is displayed for each corresponding test. Each test includes 3 cycles and
the error is calculated as the device count minus the manual count where a positive error relates to
an undershoot of the device. The absolute minimum error was zero, the absolute maximum error
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was one and the average error was 0.14 for all trials conducted. Each participant used either their
right or left shin, but never both. Therefore, future testing should be performed in this area.

Table 4.1: Data for each heel along shin slide test.
Test

Type

Device Missed
Contacts
1

Error

simulated

Manual Missed
Contacts
1

1
2

healthy

0

0

0

3

healthy

0

0

0

4

healthy

0

0

0

5

healthy

0

0

0

6

simulated

3

3

0

7

simulated

4

4

0

8

healthy

0

0

0

9

healthy

0

1

1

10

simulated

5

5

0

11

healthy

0

0

0

12

simulated

2

2

0

13

healthy

0

0

0

14

simulated

2

2

0

15

healthy

0

0

0

16

simulated

4

4

0

17

simulated

2

2

0

18

healthy

0

1

1

19

simulated

5

5

0

20

healthy

0

1

1

21

simulated

1

1

0
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Figure 4.9: Error for each heel along shin slide test.
Of the twenty-one individual tests, eleven were conducted as normal healthy non-simulated
tests and ten were conducted as simulations of ataxia patients. An average error of 0.273 was found
for the eleven healthy non-simulated tests while an average error of zero was found for the ten
simulation tests. It is possible that the errors during healthy trials were from a lack of concentration
or overconfidence. Since all the participants were able-bodied and healthy, they expected to side
down the target without much concern to the exact placement of the contralateral heel.
Furthermore, when each person was asked to simulate an ataxia patient a noticeable change in
concentration transpired. The change in concentration may have stemmed from the instructions to
miss at least one time and keep track of intentional deviations thus requiring a heightened
awareness for the task at hand.
4.5.1 Limitations
An issue that was not identified until test thirteen was the positioning of the leg. For some,
it was problematic to bend over in a seated position and view the target location, which may have
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introduced a higher rate of error. A solution was found when the footrest of the clinical chairs seen
in Figure 3.8 was utilized. This footrest allowed for each participant to comfortably view their shin
without straining. For future testing, a footrest or leg prop should always be available.
The connection between the two 408 FSR’s is a dead zone or a place where applied forces
are not registered, which leads to an additional source of unwanted error. The dead zone is a
limitation of the sensors that were readily available and can be fixed if both 408 FSR’s are replaced
by a single sensor of equal dimensions. The effects of the dead zone are pronounced when the
applied force has a small surface (i.e. a fingertip) and diminished with larger surfaces (i.e. foot or
heel).
Another limitation of the current design is its inability to distinguish the starting location.
For example, if the patient stared at the midpoint of the shin and maintained contact without
deviating the device would consider that a successful heel along shin slide with no misses. This
should not be the case because the FARS exam specifically states the heel along shin slide must
be from the patella to the ankle. This could be fixed if an another FSR was placed in the proximal
location of the tibia allowing for definite quantification of the starting point.
Finally, the last limitation of this device is its inability to distinguish the time of each cycle.
According to the FARS exam, each cycle should be less than 2 seconds to distinguish between a
zero FARS score and a one FARS score. This could also be fixed if an additional FSR was placed
in the proximal location of the tibia where a successful contact would start the clock for a cycle.
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CHAPTER 5: FINGER TAPS
5.1 Finger Taps and the Friedreich Ataxia Rating Scale
The finger tap assessment resides under the upper limb coordination section of the
Friedreich Ataxia Rating Scale’s (FARS) neurological exam and is written as shown in Figure 5.1.
There are two existing finger grip systems on the market: The Grip System by Tekscan and the
Pressure Sensor System by Pressure Profile Systems (PPS). The Pressure Sensor System by PPS
does not have the capability to specify a force location within an individual sensor which is
required for the FARS Finger Tap screening. The Grip System by Tekscan is not modular, the
software cannot be customized to display force location and it costs upwards of ten thousand
dollars.

Figure 5.1: Current FARS finger taps exam wording.
The current manual procedure consists of a visual inspection and mental tabulation of both
successful and unsuccessful attempts while timing the patient for six seconds. This procedure is
very subjective and contains bias which leads to an accumulation of human errors. The solution to
the current subjective process is the finger tap device that quantifies the number of misses in six
seconds while eliminating human error from the process.
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5.2 Design
The finger tap device quantifies the number of missed contacts from a tapping motion of
the index finger to the thumb crease. As a courtesy, this test can be administered one time as
practice before completing for assessment. The right and left hand are both tested and scored based
on the time and number of missed contacts as governed by the FARS protocol (Figure 5.1). The
FARS scoring is automated and displays at the end of each test.
A solution for the FARS Finger Tap device was found by combining a single 10-millimeter
by 622-millimeter Interlink 408 Force Resistive Sensor (FSR) cut down to size (Figure 5.2) and a
20-millimeter by 28-millimeter Spectra Symbol linear potentiometer (Figure 5.3). The active
sensing area for the FSR is approximately 10-millimeters by 27-millimeters. Whereas, the active
sensing area for the linear potentiometer is 7.11-millimeters by 12.5-millimeters.
The FSR uses its active sensing area to distinguish a successful contact as well as determine
a tap versus hold. While the linear potentiometer uses its active sensing area to regulate the location
of the applied force which ideally will be positioned within the thumb crease. The combination of
sensors in conjunction with a unique executable python program and an end user Raspberry Pi
display allows for simultaneous collection of data and presentation of essential end user
information.

Figure 5.2: Interlink 408 force resistive sensor cut down to size.
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Figure 5.3: Spectra Symbol 12.5-millimeter linear potentiometer.
The FSR and linear potentiometer are connected back to back and affixed to the thumb via
a single strap made of double-sided Velcro (Figure 5.4). The red line is the target tapping location
and is positioned at the thumb crease. The placement of the linear potentiometer distal to the
interphalangeal joint allows it to receive the largest applied force from the finger tap which is an
attempt to close the gap between the sensor’s minimum actuation forces.

Figure 5.4: The adjustable finger attachment and placement.
Both the FSR and the linear potentiometer output their data as a continuous analog signal’s
which are then processed and converted by their own individual Microchip Technology MCP3008
10-bit analog to digital converter (Figure 3.4). The same wiring is used to connect each MCP3008
to both the FSR and linear potentiometer. Once the data has been successfully processed by each
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MCP3008 it is then sent to the Raspberry Pi, processed by its program and displayed for the end
user.
Just as in chapter 3.2 and 4.2, the FSR has a range that encompasses how much force is
directly applied to the active sensing area and the sensitivity of its analog to digital converter (0 to
210 =1024). The minimum actuation force for each sensor is 0.2 Newtons which corresponds to a
digital 0 at the Raspberry Pi and any force above 20 Newtons or the maximum force corresponds
to a digital 1024 at the Raspberry Pi. Therefore, an actuation force between the minimum and
maximum force will register as a digital value between 0 and 1024.
The systems linear potentiometer range is a direct reflection of the force location and the
sensitivity of its corresponding analog to digital converter. For a location to register the applied
force must be greater than the sensors minimum actuation value of 1 Newtons. If an applied force
is greater than the minimum actuation value and occurs along the short edge of the sensor proximal
to the wrist, then the corresponding data sent to the Raspberry Pi is a 0. Additionally, if an applied
force is greater than the minimum actuation value and occurs along the short edge of the sensor
distal to the wrist, than the corresponding data sent to the Raspberry Pi is 1024. Therefore, a
successful force applied between these two distances will register as a value between 0 and 1024.
For ease of use, the device is mounted to a camera tripod which has been altered to hold
the Raspberry Pi Touch Screen Display in the standard location of the camera. The analog to digital
converters along with all the device’s main wiring is housed in a black nontransparent electrical
box which is further affixed to one of the tripod legs. The FSR, Linear Potentiometer and
Raspberry Pi Touch are additionally connected to the housing through a series of external wires.
All the final design components for the finger tap device can be seen in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Final version of the finger tap device.
The main purpose of the finger tap device is to cross-reference both sensors and determine
if a large enough force was applied with the correct positioning. A minimum program threshold
of 750 on the 0-1024 analog to digital sensitivity range was introduced to remove system noise.
The correct force placement range was established through linear potentiometer testing and
determined to be between 250 and 500.
Another important function of the device is its ability to distinguish between a tap and a
hold which is accomplished through its program as it cross-references current and previous data
from the FSR. If the device determines a successful tap above the minimum program threshold
and within the location threshold then the success tally is updated and displayed for the end user.
If the device determines a successful tap but not within the location threshold then the miss tally
is updated and displayed for the end user.
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5.2.1 Programming the Raspberry Pi
The Raspberry Pi’s program is coded in the language of python and is executed on startup.
The end user outputs and controls are displayed on the Raspberry Pi Touch screen display. The
clinician has 3 end-user control buttons, or widgets, available to them: “Start Measuring,” “Stop”
and “Reset” (Figure 5.6). If the start measuring widget is pressed, then the definition find value is
activated, and the program displays a running tally of the time, successful contacts and missed
contacts.

Figure 5.6: The startup user interface for the finger tap device.
The program will continuously loop until the time elapsed is six seconds or the number of
successful contacts reaches fifteen. To have a successful contact the FSR value must be above the
minimum program threshold of 750 and the linear potentiometer value must be between 250 and
500 on a single loop iteration. If the FSR has a value above the program threshold but the linear
potentiometer value is not between 250 and 500 then miss tally is incremented.
During each loop iteration, the end user display is updated with the current time, successes
and misses. If the stop button is pressed, then the definition stop is activated, and the Boolean value
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check is set to false. Since the definition find value is still running in the background, the program
jumps back to it. The Boolean check will stop the program and the screen will freeze with the
current values.
When the reset widget is pressed the programs definition reset is activated and all the
variables used within the program are set to 0. Pressing the reset button is not necessary between
trials, it is only required if a mistake was made during any single test. The program will display
the word “Reset” to confirm the variables have been reset.
Just as in 3.2.1 and 4.2.1, the program was altered to write desired data to an excel file
during testing. The excel file included the current date, time, successes, misses, FSR and linear
potentiometer readings for each loop iteration. Any time the start button was pressed a blank line
was inserted and if an excel file did not exist during startup then the program would create one.
5.2.1.1 The Minimum Program Threshold
Just as in chapter 3.2.1.1 and 4.2.1.1, the minimum program threshold was initially
determined and eventually altered to its final number. The original program threshold for the FSR
was set to 30 on the 0 to 1024 analog to digital sensitivity scale and the final program threshold
became 750. The physical force applied to the sensor for a 750 digital signal is unknown but
because the value is between 0 and 1024, we know that it must be between the sensor’s minimum
actuation force of 0.2 Newtons and maximum of 20 Newtons. Since the digital value is 750, which
is 73.2 percent of the analog to digital range, we could guess that the minimum program threshold
force is approximately 14.6 Newtons.
The minimum location threshold was found by applying forces along the linear
potentiometer. A position close to the middle of the sensor was marked as the simulated thumb
crease and the corresponding digital location was determined to be approximately 375. Originally
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the program location threshold range was small, 350 to 400, but changed after device feedback
during the initial design iterations. The initial location span was found by small and precise
fingernail taps but later changed to include the entire area of the fingertip pad. The final location
threshold range was determined to be 250 to 500 which is 24.4 percent of the analog to digital
scale. The physical distance is unknown but can be estimated as 3.05-millimeters based on the
sensitivity percentage and the linear potentiometers active sensing area.
5.2.2 Main Issues During Design Iterations
5.2.2.1 Issues with Adhesives and the Linear Potentiometer
During early design iterations, an adhesive tape was used to try and connect the FSR and
linear potentiometer. The adhesive tape had a chemical reaction with the linear potentiometer, and
it lit on fire (Figure 5.7). The only tape that didn’t produce a chemical reaction was electrical tape.

Figure 5.7: Burnt linear potentiometer.
5.2.2.2 Application of Leftover Segments from Force Resistive Sensors
Since there were many applications of the 408 FSR’s throughout the FARS devices and
each one cost approximately twenty dollars they became sparse. However, there was a plethora of
cut off FSR ends which still work if you place a conductive metal on opposing sides (Figure 5.8).
However, the main issue with this application was the metal wires would not stay in place and
eventually, the FSR became unreliable.
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Figure 5.8: Using a leftover force resistive sensor segment.
5.2.2.3 Cutting of Force Resistive Sensors
In the early stages of design, several different FSR sensors were tested. When trying to
alter the shapes of these sensors a determination was made that cutting parallel to the sensor lines
is acceptable but perpendicular is not. The sensor on the left of Figure 5.9 functions perfectly while
the sensor on the right of Figure 5.9 does not function at all.

Figure 5.9: Cutting a force resistive sensor.
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5.3 Subjects
The size of the experimental group was nine participants which varied in gender, race, size,
and age. All of those who participated were able-bodied nurses, clinicians or educated individuals
who volunteered of their own accord. To simulate a regular clinical finger tap, all attempts were
visually inspected, counted and recorded. All attempts, including both the manual and device
counts, were later evaluated to quantify human errors. In addition to the healthy trials, some of the
participants simulated ataxia patients. The simulations were also manually inspected, counted and
recorded to find correlations of human versus device.
5.4 Experimental Procedure
The sensor was attached to the participant's approximate thumb crease, of either hand, by
the device Velcro housing. An interior line was drawn in Sharpe and used during sensor attachment
to ensure the correct thumb positioning. After being notified that the finger tap portion of the FARS
exam was time-dependent, the red portion of the sensor was emphasized as the area that the index
finger must apply the force.
During normal healthy non-simulated trials, the participants were instructed to tap the red
line fifteen times as fast as possible and stop once they completed the fifteenth tap. If there were
fifteen successful taps the program automatically stopped, and both the manual and device scores
were recorded. For the cases where the device count was less than the manual count of fifteen, the
six-second timer would stop the program and both scores were recorded.
For the simulated ataxia trials, the participants were asked to miss the red line at least once,
to keep track of how many deviations they believe transpired and stop once the total attempts
reached fifteen. All the participants had former knowledge of ataxia characteristics which they
tried to recreate. For the cases when fifteen attempts were made before the six-second time frame,
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the number of misses for both the participant and the device was recorded. If the participant did
not complete fifteen attempts in the six seconds, a verbal warning was vocalized for the participant
to stop and the manual and device scores were recorded.
5.5 Results
A total of twenty-three individual tests were recorded by means of manual counting and
the finger tap device over a duration of two days. The data are summarized in table 5.1 and Figure
5.10 where the error is displayed for each corresponding test. The error is calculated as the device
misses minus the manual count misses where a positive error relates to an undershoot of the device.
The absolute minimum error was zero, the absolute maximum error was three and the average
error was 0.826 for all trials conducted. Each participant used either their right or left thumb, but
never both. Therefore, future testing should be performed in this area.

Table 5.1: Data for each finger tap test.
Test

Type

Total
Contacts

Manual
Misses

Device
Successes

Device
Misses

Error

1

healthy

15

0

15

0

0

2

healthy

15

0

15

0

0

3

simulated

15

3

12

3

0

4

simulated

8

3

4

4

1

5

healthy

15

0

14

1

1

6

healthy

15

0

14

1

1

7

simulated

14

3

9

5

2

8

simulated

15

1

13

2

1

9

healthy

15

0

12

3

3

10

simulated

9

4

5

4

0

11

healthy

15

0

15

0

0
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Table 5.1 (Continued)
Test

Type

Manual
Misses
0

Device
Successes
15

Device
Misses
0

Error

healthy

Total
Contacts
15

12
13

simulated

10

1

8

2

1

14

simulated

8

2

6

2

0

15

healthy

7

0

6

1

1

16

healthy

5

0

5

0

0

17

simulated

6

3

1

5

2

18

healthy

14

0

14

0

0

19

healthy

15

0

13

2

2

20

simulated

13

2

9

4

2

21

healthy

15

0

14

1

1

22

simulated

7

1

6

1

0

23

healthy

11

0

10

1

1

0

Errors for All Tests
Healthy

Simulated Ataxia

4

Errors

3

2

1

0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Tests

Figure 5.10: Error for each finger tap test.
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Of the twenty-three individual tests, thirteen were conducted as normal healthy nonsimulated tests and ten were conducted as simulations of ataxia patients (Figures 5.11 and 5.12).
An average error of 0.769 was found for the thirteen healthy non-simulated tests while an average
error of 0.9 was found for the ten simulation tests. Though the average error for the simulated tests
was higher than the healthy non-simulated tests, the maximum error was greatest in the healthy
non-simulated tests.

Errors for All Healthy Tests
3.5
3

Errors

2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Tests

Figure 5.11: Errors found in each healthy non-simulated test.

Errors for All Simulated Ataxia Tests
2.5

Errors

2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Tests

Figure 5.12: Errors found in each simulated ataxia test.
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10

11

The error corresponding to the missed counts was extremely high but the error
corresponding to the number of attempted contacts for all tests was zero. For example, if the patient
tapped the sensor in the thumb crease six times and intentionally missed once for a total of seven
attempted contacts but the device showed that there were five successes and two misses (total of
seven attempted contacts) then the error corresponding to the misses would be one but the contact
error would be zero. Since the number of attempted manual and device counts were always the
same but the number of missed manual and device counts were different further evaluation of
testing data was required.
Through post data processing, it was found that the FSR was always successfully
determining a contact which is why the attempted contacts were always the same but the linear
potentiometer either had a delay or did not register. For the program to register a success both the
FSR and the linear potentiometer values needed to be within their respective program thresholds
during any given loop iteration. Otherwise, a successful FSR contact without a successful linear
potentiometer contact leads to falsified misses.
Why would the linear potentiometer value be delayed? The linear potentiometer has a
minimum required applied force of 1 Newton which is five times the minimum required applied
force for the FSR at 0.2 Newtons. The difference in the minimum required applied forces coupled
with the program looping every 0.04 seconds can lead to a time delay. The positioning of the linear
potentiometer distal to the interphalangeal joint was an attempt to close the time gap. A possible
solution to this problem would be to put a delay time in the main body of the program or
incorporate a sensor re-read if the FSR value is above the program threshold.
The linear potentiometer will not register a location value if the applied force is not above
the sensor's minimum required force of 1 Newton. This would be the case when the force was not
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large enough or the applied force was not on the 7.11-millimeters by 12.5-millimeters of the active
sensing area. Regardless, a large force is not a requirement of the FARS exam and therefore should
not be a requirement for the finger tap device. In the future, the linear potentiometer should be
replaced with another sensor. It might be possible to replace the linear potentiometer with another
FSR just large enough to confirm the location of the thumb crease.
5.5.1 Limitations
One of the first participants was double jointed which made it difficult for her to apply the
required minimum actuation force on the linear potentiometer. As her index finger pressed down
on the thumb crease it caved inward and had almost no stiffness. The only solution to this would
be to find a sensor with a lower actuation force.
Another participant had long acrylic nails which also made it difficult for her to apply the
required minimum actuation force on the linear potentiometer. The applied force was enough to
pass the program's minimum FSR threshold but not enough for the linear potentiometer. Therefore,
all attempted contacts showed as missed contacts. A solution to this would also be to find a sensor
with a lower actuation force.
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CHAPTER 6: 10-METER WALK TEST
6.1 Friedreich Ataxia and the 10-Meter Walk Test
Walking can be a challenging task which requires considerable strength and coordination.
For an individual to walk they must use their respiratory, circulatory, skeletal, nervous and
muscular systems in conjunction. Gait is one of the most common clinical preliminary identifiers
of ataxia and is often used to measure the progression of the devastating and progressive
neurodegenerative disease known as Friedreich Ataxia (FA).
There are several existing systems which provide gait and stride analysis and some that
merely measure gait velocity. The preexisting systems come in both wearable and non-wearable
forms. Among the wearable gait and stride analyzers are iTUG, actibelt and insole modules where
iTUG is the most invasive and the insole modules are the least invasive. The non-wearable systems
include GAITRite, Biodex Gait Trainer 3 and TCi. GAITRite and Biodex Trainer 3 are both gait
and stride analyzers while TCi only records gait velocity.
Access to preexisting systems is often limited in clinical settings which leads to the manual
accomplishment of the 10-meter walk test. The manual procedure consists of a hand-held
stopwatch which introduces human error based on distance perception and response time. To
eliminate the human error while focusing on a cost-effective, non-wearable and portable system
which concentrates on gait velocity including the quantification of the warmup and cooldown gait
components, a wireless sensor-based system was created and tested.
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6.2 Design
The 10-meter walk test uses four separate devices which are placed specified distances
apart to quantify the warmup, 10-meter walk and cool down gait velocities. The 10-meter is
determined between device two and three from the time difference predetermined by the attached
sensors. The warmup and cool down sections determined by the system of devices are
implemented for future correlations of startup and slow down gait. By having the warmup and
cooldown sections, the patient will be at full speed gait during the entirety of the 10-meter walk
thus standardizing the process.
The system of devices includes three separate end devices and a single controller device.
Each end devices includes a Waveshare Laser Receiver Sensor Transmitter Module (Figure 6.1),
Arduino Uno R3 (Figure 6.2), Gikfun Bluetooth XBee Shield (Figure 6.3) and Digi Series 1 XBee
Wire Antenna (Figure 6.4). For the end devices, the Waveshare Module is affixed to the tripod in
the standard location of a camera and its Arduino Uno, XBee Shield, and XBee enclosed in a black
nontransparent electrical box which is further mounted onto one of the tripod legs (right-hand side
of Figure 6.5).

Figure 6.1: A Waveshare sensor receiver module.

Figure 6.2: An Arduino Uno R3.
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Figure 6.3: A Gikfun Bluetooth XBee shield.

Figure 6.4: A series 1 XBee.
Likewise, the controller device contains a Waveshare Laser Receiver Sensor Transmitter
Module, Arduino Uno R3, Gikfun Bluetooth XBee Shield and Digi Series 1 XBee Wire Antenna
but differs in its addition of a Raspberry Pi and Raspberry Pi Touch Screen Display. The Raspberry
Pi touch display is mounted on the tripod’s standard location for a camera and the Waveshare laser
module is mounted on the top edge of a tripod leg seen in Figure 6.6. A black nontransparent
electronic enclosure encases the Arduino Uno, XBee Shield and XBee which is further mounted
to one of the tripod legs and cabled to the controllers Waveshare Module and Raspberry Pi.
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Figure 6.5: Final version of the 10-meter walk devices.

Figure 6.6: A closeup of the final controller device.
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The hardware contained within the end devices is almost identical to that of the controller
device, except for the Raspberry Pi and Raspberry Pi Touch. However, the programming and thus
the functionality is completely different. Since the 10-meter walk test requires a very simple
wireless device network broadcast communication was utilized.
The flow of data for each endpoint starts at the Waveshare Module where it is internally
converted from an analog signal to a digital signal before it is sent to the Arduino Uno. From the
Arduino Uno, the sensor data is redirected to the XBee through the XBee Shield where it is then
broadcast to the controller XBee. It is important to note that the XBee’s themselves are not capable
of managing data; they are only capable of communicating the data which was transmitted to them
via the Arduino Uno serial input.
The controllers XBee has a data flow which is a single lane from all three endpoints. An
example of this would be a 3-lane on-ramp which merges onto a single lane freeway. The
controllers XBee data, which includes all three endpoints and the cabled Waveshare Module,
accumulates until the controllers Arduino Uno program is queued to send collected data to the
Raspberry Pi. The data sent to the Raspberry Pi is processed by an excitable python program and
the important information is presented to the end user through the Raspberry Pi touch display.
6.2.1 Configuration of XBee’s
Digi is a technology and communications company who created XBee, a series of radio
frequency modules. The XBee is a low power (3.3 or 5 volts), low cost (approximately $26 USD)
and a reliable solution for wireless sensor networks. They are by design compatible with other
XBee’s and operate in the 2.4 GHz frequency range. For convenience, Digi created a software
XBee Configuration and Test Utility (XCTU) which streamlines the setup, configuration, and
testing processes.
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To configure an XBee it must be connected through an XBee USB UART communication
adapter (Figure 6.7) to a computer which has XCTU installed. Once the XBee is identified in the
XCTU program configuration can begin. The XBee connected to the Raspberry Pi is configured
as the “coordinator.” The coordinator is a full function device (FFD) and is responsible for the
management of the entire network. For the XBee to identify as the coordinator the PAN ID,
Destination Address High, Destination Address Low, Coordinator Enable, Node Identifier, and
API Enable settings (Figures 6.8 and 6.9) must be defined and written to the XBee. The XBee
identifier in the top left of the XCTU screen should have a red C indicating that it will now function
as a coordinator.

Figure 6.7: XBee and USB UART communication adapter
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Figure 6.8: Configuration settings of XBee controller part 1.

Figure 6.9: Configuration settings for XBee controller part 2.
The initial connection process is repeated for the three remaining XBee’s, but different
configuration settings (Figures 6.10 and 6.11) are implemented to designate as an “end device.”
An end device is a reduced function device (RFD) and is identified through changes to the PAN
ID, Destination Address High, Destination Address Low, and Node Identifier. Once the correct
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settings are written to the XBee, its identifier in the top left of the XCTU screen should have a blue
E indicating that it will now function as an end device.

Figure 6.10: Configuration settings for XBee end device 1 part 1.

Figure 6.11: Configuration settings for XBee end device 1 part 2.
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6.2.2 Programming for Each Arduino UNO
Each of the three-end device’s Arduino UNO’s has identical programming coded in the
language of C. Contained within the setup loop is a serial begin at a baud rate of 9600 and an
assignment of pin two as its input of data from the Waveshare Module. Encompassed within the
main void loop is a digital read corresponding to the Waveshare Module, a serial print to send the
received data to the XBee and a time delay of 75 milliseconds.
The controllers Arduino UNO has a different and more complicated program coded in the
language of C. Within the setup loop is a serial begin at a baud rate of 9600 and the assignment of
pins two (end device one), pin three (end device two) and pin four (end device three) as outputs.
Included in the main void loop is a nested loop for a serial available which waits for a specific
chunk of data before processing. Once the correct amount of data is accumulated serial read
searches for a start delimiter of a frame. If the start delimiter is found, the program identifies which
XBee is sending the data and whether its connected Waveshare Module successfully identified a
patient. If a patient was identified, then a low, or zero, signal will be sent as an output through the
pin corresponding to the XBee for which the data was originated.
6.2.3 Programming the Raspberry Pi
The Raspberry Pi is only connected to the controller device. Its python program is
executable on startup and the user display is located on the Raspberry Pi Touch screen. The
clinician has two buttons, or widgets, available to them: “Start Measuring” and “Reset” (Figure
6.12). If the start measuring widget is pressed, then the definition wait for initial light beam is
activated and the program displays a note “Waiting for 1st IR.” There is no further human
interaction needed unless a reset is required.
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The program will endlessly loop until a low, or zero, value is sent from the Waveshare
Module that is directly attached to the controller device. Once a confirmed low value is received
from the controllers Waveshare Module the definition wait for XBee 2 is initiated and the program
displays a running tally of the warmup time. The program will once again enter an endless loop
until a low value is verified by the GPIO pin eighteen which is directly connected to pin two (end
device one) of the controllers Arduino UNO and the total warmup time is displayed. This process
continues for end device two and three during which the time differences from each device is
displayed on the Raspberry Pi Touch as a running tally or a final time if a patient crossing is
detected. After the third end device confirms a low value, a time delay is initiated for a length of
three seconds. The processes are then completed in a reverse fashion and time differences are
displayed as a running tally or a final time if a patient crossing is detected. When the patient returns
to the initial starting position the program will have displayed a warmup time, 10-meter walk time
and cooldown time for both the first and second cycles.

Figure 6.12: The startup user interface for the 10-meter device.
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During testing the program was altered to write the desired data to an excel file. This feature
did not affect any functions of the program and was used to evaluate the device itself. The excel
file included the current date and time for the warmup, 10-meter, and cooldown for all trials
conducted. Any time the start button was pressed a blank line was inserted and if an excel file did
not exist during startup then the program would create one.
6.2.4 Main Issues During Design Iterations
6.2.4.1 Determining the Components of XBee Communication
A main requirement of the 10-meter walk device is its ability to communicate wirelessly.
To fulfill the wireless constraint, XBee’s were utilized and their communication analyzed. To
gather XBee communication packets, a single endpoint was created by connecting a Waveshare
Module to an endpoint XBee while the controller XBee was connected to a laptop, with XCTU
installed. Once all components were turned on, the data in Figure 6.13A was generated, saved and
examined. From this data, important information about XBee data frames was identified.

Figure 6.13A: XCTU XBee data communication.
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6.3 Subjects
The size of the experimental group was nine participants which varied in gender, race, size,
and age. All of those who participated were able-bodied nurses, clinicians or educated individuals
who volunteered of their own accord. To simulate a regular clinical 10-meter walk test, when two
participants were available for testing at the same time, they would manually time each other.
Those manual times were later evaluated in a comparison of human versus device timing. In
addition to the healthy walking trials, some of the participants simulated ataxia patients. The
simulations were also manually timed and a correlation of human versus device timing was made.
6.4 Experimental Procedure
Participants were asked to walk from the starting position, seen in the left side of Figure
6.13B, past the fourth sensor which was located down the hallway. Once they reached the fourth
sensor, they were asked to wait for 5 seconds before returning to the starting position. This step
often took more than 5 seconds as the person manually timing would need to record their time.
Once the participant and their fellow clinical timer were prepared, the return journey to the starting
position began down the path seen in the right-hand side of Figure 6.13B.

Figure 6.13B: The view from both ends of the 10-meter walk test.
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6.4.1 Clinician Setup Procedure
The intention of this 10-meter walk device is to have it used in clinical settings. To
streamline its use, a series of clinician setup steps and operational steps were devised.
1. Determine the starting location for the 10-meter walk test. A long stretch of straight flat
walkway is ideal.
2. Place the beginning of a long metric measuring tape in the starting location. If no one is
available to help you, use an adhesive to affix the measuring tape in position.
3. Unwind the measuring tape as you walk down the hallway until you have reached a total
length of 14 meters (45’9.6”).
4. Place the main unit, labeled 1, at the beginning of the walking path.
5. Place the endpoint labeled 2 at the 2-meter mark (6’6”).
6. Place the endpoint labeled 3 at the 12-meter mark (39’3.6”).
7. Place the endpoint labeled 4 at the 14-meter mark (45’9.6”).
8. Plug in all 4 units.
9. Go to each sensor and adjust the top until they are horizontal and straight. The red dot from
each sensor should be at the same height.
6.4.2 Clinician Operation Procedure
It is important to note that the patient needs to be wearing very light-colored clothing or
you need to provide them with a doctor’s white coat.
1. The start button can be pressed anytime. NOTE: The device will only start measuring the
walk test once the patient crosses the first sensor.
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2. Instruct the patient to talk all the way down until they pass the last end device. Allow the
patient to talk the path following them closely to help if needed stabilize and prevent a fall.
Make sure to always be behind the patient, never ahead.
3. Once the patient has passed the fourth sensor, instruct them to wait 5 seconds and then
begin the walk back to the starting position.
6.5 Results
Eleven trials, for a total of twenty-two individual tests, were timed by a stopwatch and the
10-meter walk device over a duration of two days. The data is summarized in Figure 6.14 where
the error is displayed for each corresponding test. None of the simulated trials encompassed the
use of any walking aids. The effect of these walking aids is unknown and should be further tested
for validation.
The error is calculated as the manual time minus the device time. A positive error relates
to an overshoot of device time and a negative error relates to an undershoot of the device time. The
absolute minimum error was 0.03 seconds, the absolute maximum error was 3.96 seconds and the
average error was 0.4785 seconds for all trials conducted.

Error for All Tests

Errors
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3.5
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Simulated Ataxia

3
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

Tests

Figure 6.14: Error for each 10-meter test.
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Of the twenty-two individual tests, twelve were conducted as normal healthy nonsimulated tests and ten were conducted as simulations of ataxia patients (Figures 6.15 and 6.16).
An average absolute error of 0.309 seconds was found for the twelve healthy non-simulated tests
while an average absolute error of 0.682 seconds was found for the ten simulation tests. One of
the ten simulated tests had an overshoot error of 3.96 seconds which significantly changed the
average. If this one outlier was removed from the data set the overall average absolute error would
reduce to 0.313 seconds, the healthy non-simulated average error would remain unchanged at
0.309 seconds and the absolute simulated average error would diminish to 0.318 seconds. Though
removing the outlier does make the average errors comparable it neglects the initial intent of the
10-meter device which is to remove human error.
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Figure 6.15: Errors found in each healthy non-simulated test.
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Figure 6.16: Errors found in each simulated ataxia test.
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Each trial consisted of two individual 10-meter walk tests, one-timed from start to the
fourth sensor and the second timed during the patients return from the fourth sensor to the start. In
the eleven trials, nine of them showed a reduction of error (device time minus the manual time)
from the first test to the second which can be seen in Figures 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16. This could be a
human adaptation or learning during each set of trials, but it is interesting that even in the cases
where the timer remained unchanged for sequential trials the correlation remained the same.
The variance in the errors for each trial was examined to quantify the consistency of each
individuals timing capabilities. The relative trial errors varied from 4.11 seconds to 0.024 seconds
where ten trials had a variation under 0.5 seconds, seven trials had a variation under 0.25 seconds
and four trials had a variation under 0.1 seconds. Ultimately, some people are very precise while
others were not, and the errors produced by the clinician timing could alter the outcome of an
individual’s examination.
To distinguish any time delays from the device’s programming and XBee communication
a test was devised to trigger all sensors simultaneously. The times displayed in Figure 6.17 are the
total system delays which include wireless communication and programming. These delays are
quite small and were neglected in the examination of trial consistency.

Figure 6.17: Delay time when all sensors are triggered simultaneously.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS
Of all four devices or system of devices, only two of them would work and follow the
FARS protocols as they are today. The heel to shin tap and 10-meter walk devices would
successfully reduce human error and comply with all FARS conditions. Whereas the heel along
shin slide and finger tap devices require new or replacement sensors before being considered for
actual clinical trials.
The heel to shin device was very precise when compared to the subjective manual counts.
Only two of the twenty-five tests included any type of error which should diminish with the use of
a footrest or foot prop. A larger FSR could be used in conjunction with the current FSR to quantify
the misses as well as the successes but it is not fundamentally necessary. To further standardize, a
measuring device should be introduced to locate the exact shin midpoint during each test.
However, even without any additional fixes, the current heel to shin device is a valid and reliable
source of measuring the heel to shin portion of the FARS exam.
The heel along shin slide device was precise when compared to the subjective manual
counts. Only three of the twenty-one tests included any type of error which should diminish when
the two 408 FSR’s are replaced with a single FSR of equal dimensions. However, the fundamental
issues with this current device design are its inability to determine a cycle start and overall cycle
time. If an FSR was implemented in the proximal portion of the shin, the device could quantify
the start location and determine the overall cycle time which are both requirements of the FARS
exam.
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The finger tap device had errors in thirteen of the twenty-three tests associated with the
linear potentiometer but zero errors in any of the test associated with the FSR. Examination of the
testing data showed that there was a delay time in the linear potentiometer resulting from the loop
iterating every 0.04 seconds and the minimum actuation force being 3 times larger than the FSR.
The linear potentiometer needs to be replaced with another sensor which has a lower minimum
actuation force. A possible solution to this is replacing the linear potentiometer with an FSR just
large enough to identify a force in the thumb crease.
The system of devices that make up the 10-meter walk is extremely accurate and precise.
The errors identified in this device were manual timing versus device timing. The only issue with
this system is the use of defuse-reflective sensors as they are limited in their ability to view colored
clothing. The defuse-reflective sensors could be replaced by more accurate retro-reflective sensors,
but they would require receivers on both sides of the walkway.
The devices, and system of devices, created were a successful step in the right direction.
With more development, the heel along shin slide and finger tap devices will be successful
quantifications of the FARS exam just like the heel to shin tap and 10-meter walk. Beyond refining
the devices created here, more devices need to be designed, created and tested to quantify the
remaining portions of the FARS exam. Once the FARS exam is completely quantified by devices,
further studies should be constructed to find the absolute effect on the FARS exam. Hopefully, by
removing all the subjectivity, the FARS exam will become a more reliable source of determining
changes in FA and further utilized in future clinical trial treatments.
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